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Ten top tip s f or getting started. TOP TEN TIPS FOR GETTING STARTED

1 HAVE A ROUTINE
Your body likes consistency and 
patterns. Regular consistent 
training will yield better results 
than peaks and troughs!

2 PLAN IT OUT
Check out our training plans or 
look online for support from a 
coach. Keeping variety in your 
training and progressing at a 
sustained ,sensible pace is vital.

3 RINGFENCE YOUR 
TRAINING TIME
Once you have decided on your 
plan and routine get the sessions 
into your diary. Choose times and 
days  that will work for you - donʼt 
set yourself up to fail!

4 TRAIN TO TIME

miles rather than training sensibly. 
Cycle to time and effort, give every 
ride a purpose! Some should be 
easy to allow you to recover or 
build endurance, some harder 
building a strong pace.
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5 GET OUT OF THE 
SADDLE
Cross-training such as running, 
swimming and gym work can play 

adding variety and strengthening
different muscle groups.
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Ten top tip s f or getting started. TOP TEN TIPS FOR GETTING STARTED

6 ADAPT TO SUCCEED
You have a plan now, but donʼt be a 
slave to it. Your body is an amazing 
machine. If you feel tired and sore 
consider training at a light intensity for 
that day, stretching, eating well or
getting a massage. Rest allows your body 
to heal and recover. 

7 SET TARGETS
Training plans contain weeks of effort. 
Set some targets that are realistic within 
this journey to event day. Targets will 
motivate you and help you check your 
progress. Maybe it could be a best time 
for a shorter sportive or your favourite 
local route.

8 FIND YOUR STRENGTH
Including the exercises in this guide will 
add variety to your training and help 
you remain injury-free and develop
more strength and endurance.

9 FUEL & RECOVER
Your body needs rest and fuel in order 
to train and improve. Clever athletes 
sleep well & have a diet rich in protein 
and micronutrients supported by high- 
quality carbohydrate. Snacking and
eating between meals and sessions 
helps to fuel training correctly & promote 
active recovery.

10 KEEP IT SOCIAL
Training with other people - both with 
your cycling but also cross-training 
helps keep you focused, have more
fun and train more consistently
Surround yourself with positive, 
like-minded people.
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KEEPING IT ALL IN BALANCE

In truth it can be kept pretty simple. The key is the training triangle 
you see to the right. Most of us think about the ʻTʼ - the training 

you wonʼt really make gains until the other two sides of the triangle 
- the ʻNʼ - nutrition and the ʻRʼ - rest and recovery are also given 
as much focus and attention. As you increase your training keep 
the triangle in balance improve your nutrition, ensure you 
listen to you body and respect its need to rest in order to improve. 
In the next few pages we cover each of these areas in turn.

 THE TRAINING TRIANGLE

TRAINING
This includes your cycling and any cross-
training such as running, swimming and
conditioning. This guide covers the key 
types of training to include in your 
weekly mix.

REST
Elite cyclists consider rest and recovery 
between sessions to be as critical to 
success as the training itself. Your body 
improves and progresses during these 
rest phases, rest days and as you sleep. 
We provide our top tips in the second 
part of this guide.

NUTRITION
Fuel your training and recovery 
correctly ensuring you have the right 
macro and micro nutrients both to have 
the energy to train hard but also to 
allow your body to heal and to keep 
your blood, bones and immune system 
healthy.

              

R     N
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GETTING KITTED OUT

YOUR BIKE
Bikes come in all shapes and sizes. Donʼt feel you need to spend
thousands on the latest carbon-fibre road bike if you donʼt wish
to . Your fitness and training is more important. But getting a well
fitted bike you feel comfortable on is crutial. Road bikes are  
obviously most suited to long sportives or quick road 
courses and triathlons. Make sure you check permitted cycles for
the event you are participating in. You can get more ʻaggressiveʼ 
racing bikes with drop handle bars and aerodynamic riding 
position, through to more comfortable, touring-style bikes with .

YOUR HELMET
Helmets are compulsory for sportive events and should be 

are designed to draw the air across the head when you are 
travelling at speed; allowing you to stay cool and comfortable. 
Fit is everything with the helmet, so measuring your head 
circumference before purchase is recommended. Most modern 

one handed adjustment of a dial.

YOUR CLOTHING
A base layer, short-sleeved jersey and bib-shorts with padding, 
paired with arm and knee warmers, gilet, and lightweight 
packable rain jacket should see you through poor weather but 
also consider gloves and overshoes and replace your short-
sleeved jersey with a long-sleeved equivalent or soft shell. For 
all other garments, choose mid-weight sweat wicking technical
fabrics. Cycling-specific shoes with hard soles and cleats that 

transference. If you decide to purchase these then practise using 
them before going on the open road.

YOUR OTHER KIT
Punctures are the ʻmost mechanicalʼ youʼre most likely 
to suffer so carry an inner tube or (ideally) two, tyre levers,
and a pump. A multi-tool fitted with a selection of Allen keys,
and sometimes a flat-bladed screwdriver, Torx bit, and chain-link 
extractor is another essential piece of on-the-go maintenance 
equipment and easily stowed in a jersey pocket or saddle bag. 

a spare chain link and gear cable are worth space in your 

water bottle.
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BIKE FITTING - THE BASICS

SADDLE HEIGHT
A simple method to determine a 
good saddle height is to work out 
your inseam measurement and 
then put the saddle at 109% of 
this measurement when taken from 
the pedal axle to the top of the 
saddleʼs height.

SADDLE POSITION
How far forward or back your saddle is 
will change the pressure/angle of your 
knee joint. If you have small feet then 
push your saddle well forward. This will 
ease the strain on your knees.

PEDALS
Ideally you should pedal with the balls 
of your feet. If you are not using clip-in 
cleats consider toe clips to help secure 
your foot in the correct position.

HANDLEBARS
Do you like to ride crouched over, head down and bum up? Or 
perhaps upright on the saddle, nice and tall? Your position
affects your choice of handlebar, even your choice of bike. If 
you ride leaning forward placing weight on your hands, the 
handlebars should be narrower than (or the same width as) your 
shoulders. The stem by which the handlebars are attached 
to the front forks should not be so long so as to risk pitching you 
over the bars when braking hard. If you plan to ride sitting upright
or leaning very slightly forward then it is simply a matter of 
deciding where you can comfortably place your hands. There is
a range of adjustable stems available to allow for these changes.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

the saddle. Spread your load appropriately between these points. 
There are five pressure points; two hands and feet, a bottom on

Lowering the bars shifts some weight to the hands. Pedalling a bit 
harder shifts some weight to the feet. Wear gloves or mitts and
cycling shorts with a chamois (padded underneath).

Consider a basic cycle maintenance course or view some tutorials
online. Knowing how to change an inner-tube or adjust your 
breaks and gears should be essential knowledge for all cyclists. 
Pick up spare inner tubes, tyre levers, a basic multi-tool and hex 
key and a pump.
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 THE TRAINING

LONG RIDES
60% effort focusing on building 
your time on the bike and developing-
your aerobic capacity. Start off
riding at 65% of Maximum Heart
Rate (MHR). Gradually this will 

-

build to 70-75% of MHR as you 
start to practice periods of race effort 
riding. These rides improve your 
muscular endurance and condition 
your body to burn fat as its primary 
fuel source. They also prepare you 
physically and mentally for the 
task ahead. If your goal is a long 
sportive or ride of 80+ miles donʼt 
expect necessarily to get this far in 
your training, but the goal should be 
to achieve between 65-80% of the 
distance before event day

THRESHOLD RIDES
The golden zone for endurance 
sports, anaerobic threshold 
training should form a key element 
to your weekly mix. Riden
at a ʻcontrolled discomfortʼ, 
of about 80–85% of your MHR, 
youʼll only be capable of uttering 
a couple of words to your training 
partners. Tempo/threshold rides 
or intervals improve your lactate
threshold, your riding efficiency 
and aerobic capacity (your bodyʼs 
ability to utilise oxygen). All this 
helps to improve your endurance 
performance.

HILLS
Whether or not you will be tack
ling big hills on event day including 
hill training into your plan will help 
develop your strength and muscular 
endurance. Our plans include a 
mix of short hard hills or longer 
steadier efforts depending on the 
event youʼre training for. 
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 THE TRAINING

INTERVAL TRAINING

race pace speed and involve 
running timed efforts with a con
trolled recovery. The effort level 
is around 85–100% of MHR, 
depending on the duration of the 
event you are training for and the 
length and volume of intervals 
used. Typical examples might be 
10 x 2 minutes at 9/10 effort with 
60 secs recovery, 5 x 4 minutes 
of sustained hard riding in a big 
gear with 90 secs recovery, or 
short bursts of between 20 and 40 
secs at maximum intensity. If you 
are training for a long distance 
event, hard interval training is used 
sparingly in our plans and youʼll 
see it appear as you sharpen up in
the final weeks of your training. 

REST
You get fitter as you rest and adapt.
Listen to your body. Iyou feel fatigued
even before youʼve got on the bike, find 
yourself thinking up excuses not to ride 
or start suffering a series of minor;
injuries you probably need more time 
off. Taking enough rest allows physical 
and mental recovery and gives your 
body the time to adapt to your 
workload.

EASY & RECOVERY RIDES
These sessions are your opportu
nity to practise your bike handling 
as well as getting in an additional 
aerobic session. Recovery rides 
are your easiest efforts of the 
week (alongside warming up and 
cool down). The goal is to work at 

feeling better than when you started.
Generally easy rides or efforts 
around interval sessions should 
be 6-7/10 in terms of effort, 
focusing on technique, consistency 
and remaining able to fully 
communicate. Carrying out some of 
this riding before breakfast helps 
to teach your body to metabolise 
stored fats as an energy source - 
very important for long races and 
sportives.

CROSS TRAINING
Cross training includes both cardio 
vascular training off the bike such as 
running, swimming and ellipical train
ing and also strength and conditiong. 
Our plans suggest supplementing your 
cycling with other forms of exercise to 
get you strong and mix up your training 
stimulus. This guide includes some key  
conditioning exercises you can do at 
home.
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 TRAINING GLOSSARY & ZONES

ʻGEARINGʼ gears are your friends. Use them to control your cadence and power by being aware of your terrain, fatigue level, 
environmental conditions to control your effort. Try to maintain a relatively consistent cadence by using your gears rather than
fluctuation through big surges of effort.

ʻCADENCEʼ is how quickly you turn the ʻcrankʼ and is measured in revolutions per minute. A ʻstandardʼ cadence would be 80-
90. Our plans will encourage you at times to ʻspinʼ at a higher cadence or sometimes work bigger gears at a lower cadence.

ʻPOWERʼ measured in watts is simply the force you apply through the pedals multiplied by your cadence. Learning how to 
balance your power output through the course of a long ride or event is crucial to managing fatigue over long distance events. 
It is not necessary to buy an expensive power meter for most; use our training ʻzonesʼ to get a sense from perceived effort. 

TRAINING ZONES

Our training plans help you work in a range of ʻeffort zonesʼ in order to add variety to your training and to 
develop more effectively your strength and different energy systems.

Zone 1: Fully easy riding, 5-6/10 effort where you could hold a full conversation.
Zone 2: Steady effort ride, 6-7/10 effort still controlled but limited to a sentence worth of conversation.
Zone 3: Threshold effort rides, 7-8/10 effort at a pace where you might only speak 4-5 words.
Zone 4: Hard intervals at 9-10/10 effort. 1-2 word answer effort or harder.
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 SAFETY & BIKE HANDLING

STARTING
1. Engage both brakes.

2. Position one pedal in the 2 oʼclock power 
position. 

3. Put all your weight on this pedal; then
release the brakes.

4. Stand up on the pedal and 
simultaneously ease yourself back onto 
the saddle.

5. Keep your grip on the handlebars firm 
but relaxed so you will not wobble.

6. As you gain speed, shift to higher gears

IN MOTION
1. Use small adjustments of the handlebars 
and lean your bike to correct your line. 

2. Look up and ahead rather than staring 
at your front tire.

3. Do not weave in and out of parked cars as 
you ride along. Hold your line and ride with 
authority - DO NOT UNDERTAKE

STOPPING
1. Free one foot if you use toe clips, straps 
or clipless pedals. 

2. To slow, apply both brakes evenly. Your 
front brake actually accounts for 70% of 
your braking power. 

3. As you slow, shift down a few gears to 
make it easier to start up again.

4. Just as you come to a complete stop, 
turn the handlebars slightly away from 
the side you step down. The bike will lean 
slightly to this side, making it easier to step 
down.

5. Step down off the seat and put one foot 

natural than the other.

6. Once stopped, reposition your 
pedal into the power position so that you 
are ready to start again.

DESCENDING
1. Be sensible about the speed at which you 
can remain safe and in control.

2. Avoid sharp braking - stay smooth, 
relaxed and anticipate what is ahead.
Keep your centre of mass low on the bike 

3. Donʼt lean your body into the corners 
- the bike leans a little, not you.

4. Be aware cars will come at you around
corners. Never sacrifice safety for speed 
take blind corners slowly.
Slow in advance of corners, not half way 
around.
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 SAFETY & BIKE HANDLING

SCAN & SIGNAL
1. Relax or remove the hand on the side 
you are scanning to avoid turning the 
handlebars as you scan.

2. Slightly tighten your grip on the other 
hand for balance and control.

shoulder to scan behind you. You may 
need to do this a few times. 

4. Let others know what you plan to do 
before you do it. Hand signals are a vital 
communication tool. Always signal your 
intent when turning, changing lanes and 
changing position within the lane. Make 

GROUP RIDING
Riding in a group or close to other cyclists 
brings unique dangers but also advantages.-
We would strongly suggest joining 
a local cycling club or group to experience -
good group riding etiquette and 
safety. Here are just some of the basics:

1. Stay consistent and smooth - try to 
avoid making dramatic movements or 
sudden changes in course.

2. Communicate clearly both verbally and 
visually with hand signals.

3 Look forward and maintain your focus 
on what is coming up, without getting too 
distracted by other riders around you.
If you notice a danger such as a pothole 
or a car, communicate this to others in the 
group.

4. Share the lead - donʼt just sit in draft for 
miles on end - take your turn at the front of 
the group.

FINAL TIPS
1. Consider joining British Cycling and 
getting insured.

2. Make yourself seen with high visibility 
clothing.

3. Always wear a helmet and gloves.

4. Practise using cleated shoes before you 
head onto the open roads.

5. Consider a local cycle proficiency group
or training.

6. Read the highway code and understand 
your position  related to pedestrians, other 
cyclists and motorists.

7. Never cycle through red lights or on 
pavements where their use is solely for 
pedestrians.. 

8. Avoid undertaking and always be aware 
that lorries, buses and many cars have a 
huge blind spot when turning, particularly 
turning left.
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 THE KEY STRETCHES

GLUTES
Sit with one leg out straight. Cross the other 
leg over, keeping knee bent. To feel the 
stretch in glutes hug the bent knee into chest.
Keep your back straight 

HAMSTRING (ORIGIN)
Lie on your back. Pull one leg up to chest 
and hug with both arms. Keep one leg 
straight on the floor, keeping your ankle
flexed. 

HAMSTRING (BELLY)
Lie on your back. Keep one leg on the 
ground. Raise other leg holding the back 
of the calf. Bring up to feel the stretch in 
the middle of the hamstring. 

LOWER BACK 
Lie on your back. Bring one leg up to your
chest and rotate to a lower knee to the floor 
using opposide arm as a weight. Keep one 
leg straight and both shoulders on the floor. 

QUADS
Grasp the top of the ankle with the same 
side hand and bring your heel to bottom. 
Hips should be pushed forward.

HIP FLEXORS
Kneel on one knee with a 90 degree angle at 
both knees. Push your hips down and forwards 
until a stretch is felt at the front of the hip.
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 THE KEY STRETCHES

CALF (GASTROCNEMIUS)
Stand with feet shoulder-width 
apart. Take one foot forward and 
keep your feet parallel. Maintain the 
arch in the forward foot by pressing 
down with the toes to stop the foot 
rolling in. Straighten your back leg and 
feel the stretch in the top area of the calf.

STRETCHING KEY TIPS

Stretch both legs and repeat 2-3 times if certain 
muscle groups seem particularly tight.

Hold each stretch for 40-45 seconds each time.

cyclists is stretching after training.

A good stretching routine will help to restore the
muscle balance and allow you to be more flexible. 

Consider investing in an ʻMOTʼ with a sport 
physiotherapist or some sports massage which can 
help manage the build-up in tightness that will occur 
in your training.

A ʻfoam rollerʼ can be used to supplement your 
stretching on a day-to-day basis to carry out self- 
massage.

CALF (SOLEUS)
Repeat position of the gastrocnemius 
stretch but this time bend your back 
leg to take the stretch into the lower calf 
above the Achilles heal. Straighten your
back leg and feel the stretch in the top 
area of your calf.
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 STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

FINGER CRUSHER
Get into a sit-up position. Find the natural arch in your back and place your hands 
under the arch. Engage your lower abs and pelvic  floor and push your spine 

45-60 seconds per set.

The next level: Do small alternate leg lifts, while still keeping even pressure on 
your hands or extending in to ʻbicycleʼ movement in and out with your legs.

BACK EXTENSION

your chest off the ground by engaging your lower back muscles. After a few 
From a face down position with your toes on the ground and fingers on temples raise

seconds relax back to the ground and repeat for 45-60 seconds.

The next level: Extending your arms out in front of you will add a greater lever 
angle and make this exercise more challenging.

PLANK
Lift your body up with your weight on your elbows and toes. Keep a straight line 
from the neck down through the legs to your ankles, engage all your core muscles 
by pulling your belly button up to the ceiling. Keep your chest over your elbows. 
Hold for 30-60 secs. 

The next level: Add in small alternate leg lifts. If this is too hard to begin with, you 
can avoid lower back pain by doing this with your knees on the ground.
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 STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

SIDE PLANK
Make a right angle with your supporting arm, your feet together and your stomach-
strong. Rise up, making sure you squeeze your glutes and push your pelvis 
through. Hold it for 30-60 seconds. 

The next level: Lift your free arm into the air, keep your side really strong, and 
donʼt let your middle sag.

BRIDGE
From a sit up position raise your hips so your body forms a straight line from 
shoulder to hips to knees. Hold this position for 45-60 seconds by squeezing your 
glutes and your lower abdominal muscles.

The next level: From a ʻbridgeʼ position straighten one leg at a time aiming to not 
let your hips ʻsagʼ as you do so.

SINGLE LEG SQUAT
Stand on one leg, engage your glute on your standing leg, keep your hips facing 
forward and aligned with your knee and toe. Send your hips backwards whilst 
bending at the knee. You donʼt want your knee to roll inwards, so go down as far 
as you can without that happening before moving back to a tall standing position. 
Repeat 8-15 times before changing legs.

The next level: You can use a Swiss ball or use a ʻwobble boardʼ under your foot.
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 CROSS TRAINING

WHAT ITʼS ALL ABOUT
The stength exercises we have shown you in this guide are one 
form of ʻcross-trainingʼ or ʻXTʼ in the plans. The other is non- 
cycling cardiovascular such as swimming, running, aqua 
jogging (yes running in the pool with a buoyancy aid!), rowing 
and using a cross trainer. This exercises the heart and muscles 

Your heart doesnʼt know the difference between going for a ride 
or cross-training. It just works as hard as you ask it to. You can
really boost your fitness with additional XT in your week. 

TIME AND EFFORT
If you are struggling to get out on the bike due to a cycling -
specific niggle of mechanical issue you can recreate some of the 
key sessions in the plan using cross training. Of course itʼs not 
going to replace your 6-7 hour long-ride but your smaller mid- 
week sessions and even some of the ʻthresholdʼ or ʻintervalʼ 
training can be completed as ʻXTʼ. 

Simply replicate the time and effort we have asked in the cycle 
session using the other training options available to you.

GET CHECKED OUT
before embarking on your cross training. If they say you are 
If youʼre injured consult a doctor or a physiotherapist first

able, still follow your training plan but use cross training instead. 

If you can see a sports physio or injury expert they will also 
offer treatment and training advice. Ensure that the cross training
is also pain-free and that you add the specific rehab exercises  
you have been set.
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 CROSS TRAINING

KEEP SPECIFIC
Whilst cross-training can add masses of value and variety to 
your weekly training remember your goal. At the end of your 
block of training you need to feel you have the strength and the 

ʻin the saddleʼ. 

The minute your conditioning or cross training is getting so hard 
that it is leaving you too tired to complete your key rides, or even
risking injury itself, then the XL has lost itʼs benefit. Remember itʼs 
there to support your cycling, not totally replace it.  

GYM CLASSES
classes. These can be great giving you a motivating environment 
Many of you will be members of a gym or go to local fitness

to complete your conditioning or cross training. 

Remember the key rules in this though - stay specific and donʼt 
leave your classes super-tired. Pilates can be a great option 
to add to your training mix. Many cyclists might choose to try
a spin class and this is fine but do be aware that these classes   
can be quite high intensity and if delivered by a ʻnon cyclistʼ 
are not always highly relevant to the longer event rides.

HEART RATE
If you want to get serious with your cross training you may wish 
to explore investing in a heart rate monitor which will help you 
hit the training in the correct effort zones we have laid out for 
your cycling. If you do this, please spend some time working out 
your own induvidual training zones. A coach or sports science 
lab at a local university can help with this.
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Ten top tip s f or getting started. NUTRITION & RECOVERY

BALANCE THE TRIANGLE
Nutrition is a key element of our 
training triangle. Without getting the basics 
right you will struggle to have the energy to 
train well or the nutrients to heal and adapt 
to the training you have completed. Itʼs a 
huge area with ever-developing science 
and research so here we cover just the 
basic tips to keep you pedalling!

NEVER HUNGRY, NEVER 
OVER-FULL
Split those big main meals into 5-6 smaller 
meals, with mid-morning and mid-afternoon 
snacks to ensure blood sugar levels are bal-
anced.

PROTEIN-RICH, 
CARBOHYRATE CLEVER
Carbohydrate is critical to fuelling your 
training effectively. Take on high quality
, ʻslow releaseʼ complex carbohydrates 
including plenty of oatcakes, sweet potatoes 
and whole grains. Protein provides the 
essential nutrients you need to heal
damaged muscle fibres and tissues from lean
meats, fish, nuts, sprouting seeds and tofu. 

MICRO-NUTRIENTS
Vitamins and minerals will deplete more 
quickly as you train harder so your
demands will go up. Iron, vitamin D, B12, 
C, magnesium and calcium are just some of 
the basic ones to be aware of. Increase 
your nutrient density by eating as broad a 
range of foods as you can, plenty of variety 
in your fruit and vegetables is a great place 
to start!
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HYDRATION

sipping regularly on water or with 
Aim to drink 2-3 litres of fluid a day 

electroyle tablets (e.g. High5 Zero). Avoid
drinking caffeine with your main meals as 
this can limit some of your nutrient 
absorption and late at night which will 
impact on your sleep. As your peak weeks 
of training kick in you may wish to monitor 
alchohol consumption which can have a big 
impact on your recovery. 

DEPLETED RIDES
In some of our plans you may see the 
occasional ride where we ask you to go 
out ʻpre - breakfastʼ at an easy effort. The 
goal here is to encourage your body to
become very effective at metabolising stored
fats as an energy source. On these days
ensure you eat a high quality breakfast with 
carbohydrate and protein shortly 
after the session. 
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Ten top tip s f or getting started. NUTRITION & RECOVERY

FUELLING YOUR RIDES
One of the great things about cycling 
events is that they are much easier to ʻfuelʼ 
than running. We would encourage you 
where possible to take on solid foods when 
out riding. Energy bars, bananas and even 
small sandwiches can all be great options. 
Gels, energy drinks and sweets can be a 
top up but should not form the bulk of your 
fuelling in training or on event day.

MONITOR YOUR HEALTH
As you increase your training your body 
and your energy demands will change. Your 
diet will need to change and adapt with this. 
Become good at monitoring your energy 
levels and notice any sustained increase in 
fatigue or tiredness over several days. Keep 
a training diary and note down on those
rides that felt fantastic and what you ate and 
drank so you can repeat this in the future! 

IGNORE THE MYTHS
There are a lot of myths and scare stories 
out there surrounding nutrition. No athlete 
should ever look to eliminate whole food 
groups unless recommended to do so by
a qualified dietician, nutritionist or doctor.
Avoid the advice of unqualified bloggers 
and if you want to explore your own 
nutrition in depth seek a fully qualified 
proffessional.

GET TO BED
Sleep is vital for adapting to training and
getting fitter. Regularly getting 4, 5 or 6 
hours sleep a night will limit your ability to 
achieve deep sleep, release growth 
hormones and will affect cortisol and stress 
levels. Get into a good pattern at night, 
avoid digital screens in the final hour before 
bed and limit caffeine and alcohol late 
at night. 
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AVOID THE TERRIBLE TOOʼS
Building your training up too fast, too soon 
and doing too much training too hard is a
sure way to pick up niggles and gradually 
lose the motivation to get on the bike. 
Stick to the plan, be patient and
donʼt panic or back-fill training if you have 
started late or had some time off.

KNOW WHEN TO BACK OFF
If you are regularly tired no matter how 
much sleep you are getting, feel your 
nutrition is good but still lack energy,
are struggling to improve or even going 
backwards despite doing more and start to 
lose motivation to get out and train, you 
might be over-training. Listen to your body
and be prepared to back off and take
an extra rest day and adapt your plan 
if needed. Consistency is vital!
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Ten top tip s f or getting started. GET IN TOUCH

EMAIL
events@britishlegion.org.uk
For enquiries:

TWITTER
@OfficalPoppyLegion 

SOCIAL
www.facebook.com/rblevents
 www.facebook.com/officialpoppylegion
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WEBSITE
RBL.ORG.UK
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